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Declining Rate of Sustained Activity Tracker Use Over Ownership

Want to own your business?
Proportion of 100%
individuals
continuing to
use an activity
tracker 70%

ROBS
your
401(k)
FloorSpace

Rate of decline is steepest
during the first 6 months
of ownership

FloorSpace

50%

by Philip Josephson

Rate of engagement
drops below 50%
before 18 months
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your mobile ma
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Department of Labor, and ERISA rules
ness owner with the potential to lose
evators to know there’s no shortage of
and requirements. As a result, prospectheir
entire
savings
to
the
IRS.
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owners
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3 For example,
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24
advice of a benefits expert.
valid ROBS arrangement, the entrepre- professionalMonths
own business. Unfortunately, start-up
In short, a ROBS strategy is a vianeur must intend to use the funds for
capital and initial working capital
in
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Partners
ble funding strategy if the entrepreneur
shorter supply. In this event, the would- legitimate business operations. The entrepreneur must intend to permanently follows all of the legal requirements
be entrepreneur should consider a
Source: eTail
for establishing and operating 401(k)
form and administer a plan and the
ROBS of their 401(k).
plans and for offering qualified employentrepreneur must reasonably believe
The rollover-as-a-business-startup, or
er securities to employees.
ROBS, is a tax-friendly
A ROBS arrangement that is
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properly structured and adto access their existing
ministered will comply with
401(k) in order to start
Corporation Formed
Corporation sponsors new
Then
the tax laws and it will serve
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401(k) plan
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legitimate tax and business
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planning purposes. It is
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critical, however, that ena corporation, the cortrepreneurs who fund their
poration starts its own
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401(k) plan, the old
arrangements understand
401(k) funds are rolled
the possible legal pitfalls and
over into the new 401(k)
New 401(k) purchases
that they are steadfast in
plan, and the new
Funds from prior 401(k)
stock in new
their ongoing responsibilities
401(k) plan purchases
rolled into new 401k plan
corporation
as fiduciaries of their compashares in the newly
nies’ retirement plans.
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The result is that the
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The foregoing does not
corporation is flush with
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construed as legal or tax advice. To
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ment, please contact a professional
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Going forward, the business can ofwith knowledge in this area, including
fer participation in the new 401(k) plan does not actually establish an operatwww.insideoutdoor.com
ing business, then the entire plan could Philip Josephson, the founder of Sterto its employees, which is an attractive
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be disregarded
for tax purposes.
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on early distributions from qualified
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degree and a43%
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The ROBS arrangements are not tax tion through an improper plan or to a
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corporate shell. Also, the entrepreneur
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spective, there is nothing fundamentally
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